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as cancelled is itself a necessary moment of truth, which, is only in
so far as it makes itself its own result."1
And what is the result when the climax is reached, assuming the
possibility of such an event in the case of any particular individual
or intelligence ? Dr. Haldane2 thinks it difficult to ascertain "what
in ultimate analysis that [Ultimate] reality would disclose itself to be."
Fichte, in his enumeration of the several stages of mental develop-
ment, states as follows :—
" God alone is and beside Him nothing is; . . , . that the divine
life appears broken up in a multiplicity of things as the one light in the
prism is broken up into a number of coloured rays ; . . . . that the
form ever conceals from us the essence, our seeing itself hides the
object we see ; our eye itself impedes our eye. Yet this only applies
to the empirical point of view; . . . . But, t only raise thyself to the
point of view of religion, and all wrappings disappear, the world passes
away for thee with her dead principle and the Deity itself enters thee agam,
in its first, in its primal form, as life, as thine own life, which thou must
live and art to live.7 The multiplicity of phenomena remains, it is true, for
the empirical consciousness, but it is now known for what it is, as the un-
substantial reflection of the One Divine Being in the mirror of though.t3
. . . . c As soon as man abolishes himself, purely, entirely, to the
very root, God alone remains and is all in all; man can produce no
God for himself, but he can do away with [his lower] Self as the great
negation, and then he passes into Qod^^
How closely analogous are these sentimentss to the Veddnta ! Still,
there are passages in Fichte which indicate that while, like Hegel,
1 Hegel's Encyclopaedia, Works, Vol. Supreme Lord unperislimg within the
VI, p. 15, quoted by Prof. Upton in his perishing—he who thus seethhe seeth."
'Hibbert Lectures' for 1893, p. 305. Ibid. XIII, 13. " Everywhere-That hath
The italics are the author's.               hands and feet, everywhere eyes heads
5 Haldane's ' Pathway' I 285.       and mouths; an hearing, He dwelleth in
i Da 'j   » <-nn t» i, Tr i -r r^i   fche world, enveloping all." Cf. also
3 Pfleiderer'sTluI.EeL^yol.^p.SQl. Wilson's  note to   Sslnkya Karik^,
4  Ibid. p. 293; the italics in this XVIII.
para. are the author's , c/. also J. Oaird's    t^r- ^T ft ^m^TT ^t ^ ^TW^I
'Spinoz., pp 291-292                                -^ ^^
Of. Bhag.  Oit.  XIII,    16.      «t .  i       ^     .1 ^ -    ^ -.
"Not divided amid beings, and yet        It is the one ^iSwan tliat is seated
seated as if distributively; that is to    in every being; though one, it appears
be known as the supporter of beings; He    manifold^ like the Moon [reflected]
devours and He generates." Ibid. XIII,    m water-"
27 " Seated equally in. all beings, the

